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17 March 2015, Dubai - UAE: Mother's Day is a celebration honoring mothers and
celebrating motherhood. In the UK mother’s day falls on the fourth day of lent. In the US it
takes place on the second Sunday in May, while in the Middle East it falls on 21st March.
Regardless when you celebrate the day, we can agree that it is important to recognise the
women who have dedicated their lives to raise us in this world.

In honour of the selfless women who think about us in extraordinary ways,
Helpling(www.helpling.ae), the global online platform for booking cleaning services, suggests
3 ways you can thank your mom on mother’s day.

Pamper her

If there is anything a mother can do with, is being pampered. She is usually busy thinking
about everyone else and making sure everything is in order that she is likely to neglect herself.
A day where she does not have to worry about anything and enjoys a day out, is something
she will appreciate. Start the day with breakfast in bed, take her to a spa, buy her an
experience she’d like, book a cleaning service to ensure the house is tidy and clean and enjoy
an intimate chat over dinner. She will appreciate the time off and feeling rejuvenated.

Buy her a gift

Is there anything she liked but decided not to buy to get you that outfit you wanted? Mother’s
tend to prioritise others and think of themselves last. They are likely not to have enough time
or energy to go out and buy the things they need for themselves. Recognise her sacrifice and
make it up for her. Find out what she likes. Make her feel spoilt.

Cook her dinner

Perhaps one of the most mundane chores a mother has to do is figuring out what to cook for
her family. Alleviate this task and let her feel like she is the special guest for the night. Cook
her a 3 course meal, creating a warm, relaxing setting and

This Mother’s Day, Helpling is offering special promotions (https://www.helpling.ae/mothers-
day) to add to your gift basket on mother's day. Helpling is about creating moments of
happiness and the feeling you have when you enter your home and it is clean and sparkling.
http://www.helpling.ae
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About Helpling

The German based startup Helpling is the leading global online platform for on-demand home
services. On the website, customers can book a vetted and insured cleaner in a couple of
clicks. The innovative online service gives people more time to enjoy the nice things in life:
family, friends and leisure activities.

Helpling was founded by Benedikt Franke, Philip Huffmann and Rocket Internet in January
2014. The company currently has more than 250 employees and offers its service in more
than 200 cities globally. This makes Helpling the most widely available online marketplace for
household services in the world.
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